Stephen Eberle Nominated by President Biden to Become U.S. Marshal

Law Enforcement Veteran Currently Serves Jewish Community Through the Secure Community Network

President Biden has announced his intent to nominate Stephen Eberle as United States Marshal for the Western District of Pennsylvania. Eberle currently serves as Northeast Regional Director for the Secure Community Network (SCN), the official safety and security organization of the Jewish community in North America. Once confirmed by the U.S. Senate, Eberle will serve as the chief federal law enforcement official in Western Pennsylvania for court security, criminal apprehension, prisoner transportation, asset seizure, and witness protection.

“This is a tremendously high honor, and a testament to Steve’s professionalism and record of accomplishment,” said SCN National Director and CEO Michael Masters. “We wish Steve all the best as he returns to government service, and we know he will continue to advocate for the principles of justice and religious freedom that are at the heart of SCN’s work and in which Steve has long been a leader in law enforcement.”

As Regional Director, Eberle provides oversight for 10 regional and community security initiatives staffed by SCN in partnership with Jewish Federations in Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. He also maintains liaison with another 10 communal security programs from Maine to Virginia, and provides security consultation, facility assessments, training, and incident response to Jewish communities and organizations in areas without formal security programs.

Prior to joining SCN, Eberle served in the Pennsylvania State Police for more than 25 years. His assignments included Station Commander, Internal Affairs Commander, Troop Commander, and Director of the Bureau of Emergency and Special Operations, which included Special Emergency and Response Teams, the Hazardous Device and Explosives Section, the Aviation Section, the Canine Section, the Tactical Mounted Section, and the Electronic Surveillance Section. His last assignment was as an Area Commander, overseeing the daily operations of more than 20 State Police stations providing primary police services to more than 400 municipalities throughout Western Pennsylvania.

Eberle served on the United States Attorney’s Law Enforcement Agency Director’s Group for the Western District of Pennsylvania and is a graduate of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s National Academy. He holds a bachelor’s degree in business management from the Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
The Secure Community Network (SCN), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, is the official safety and security organization of the Jewish community in North America. Founded in 2004 under the auspices of The Jewish Federations of North America and the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, SCN serves as the central organization dedicated exclusively to the safety and security of the American Jewish community, working across 146 federations, 50 partner organizations, over 300 independent communities, and other partners in the public, private, nonprofit, and academic sectors. SCN is dedicated to ensuring that Jewish organizations, communities, life, and culture can not only exist safely and securely, but flourish. Learn more at securecommunitynetwork.org.